PUBLIC AUCTION

“CNC PRECISION MACHINING FACILITY”

AUCTION LOCATION:
65118 SAN JACINTO LANE #20
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA. 92240

AUCTION DATE:
WEDNESDAY MAY 28, 2014
STARTING @ 10:30 A.M.
INSPECTION: Morning of Sale (from 8-10:30)

“CNC” MACHINING FACILITY

SUPERMAX MAX-1 MDL. YC-VMC-60A CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER S/N 805456 W/ FANUC 11M CONTROLS, 16-STATION ATC, BT-40 TAPER SPINDLE, 5000 MAX RPM.

1996 ROMI – BRIDGEPORT POWER PATH 15 CNC TURNING CENTER S/N 016-001881350 W/ BRIDGEPORT DX32 CONTROLS(RECENTLY UPGRADED), TOOL PRESETTER, 12-STATION TURRET, HYDRAULIC TAILSTOCK, POWER CHUCK, 5C COLLET NOSE.

AUCTION LOCATION:
65118 SAN JACINTO LANE #20
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA. 92240
DIRECTIONS:
FROM LA, TAKE THE 10-Fwy EAST TOWARD PALM SPRINGS, TAKE THE INDIAN CANYON AVE EXIT AND TURN LEFT, THEN TURN LEFT ONTO INDIAN CANYON AVE. TURN RIGHT ON DILLON RD. TURN LEFT ON LITTLE MORONGO RD. THEN RIGHT ONTO SAN JACINTO LN. LOOK FOR “AUCTION TODAY” SIGNS.
PUBLIC AUCTION

FEATURING:

Supermax MAX-1 mdl. YC-VMC-60A CNC Vertical Machining Center s/n 805456 w/ Fanuc 11M Controls, 16-Station ATC, BT-40 Taper Spindle, 5000 Max RPM.

1996 Romi – Bridgeport Power Path 15 CNC Turning Center s/n 016-001881350 w/ Bridgeport DX32 Controls (Recently Upgraded), Tool Presetter, 12-Station Turret, Hydraulic Tailstock, Power Chuck, 5C Collet Nose.

Padova-Italia 20” x 87” Geared Head Gap Bed Lathe s/n 3208 w/ Sargon DRO, 25-1200 RPM, Taper Attachment, Inch/mm Threading, Tailstock, Steady and Follow Rests, Chucks and Faceplates.

1990 Sharp Vertical Mill s/n 79101197 w/ Mitutoyo Programmable DRO, 3Hp Motor, 60-4500 RPM, Power Draw Bar, Power “X” and “Y” Feeds, Chrome Ways, 9” x 49” Table.

Niagra 48” Power Shear w/ Motorized Back Gage, 1/8” Mild Steel Cap.

Jet mdl. BP-1248F 48” x 2GA Finger Brake s/n 0222055.

Wells mdl. 600 7” Horizontal Band Saw.

Kurt Machine Vises

(2) Hass 4th-Axis 5C Rotary Heads

Must See